TorchStone Launches Premier Security
Consulting Office in Los Angeles
New York, NY—June 04, 2014— TorchStone, the elite consulting firm specializing in
comprehensive and strategic security solutions for high profile individuals and high net worth
families, is pleased to announce the June 1, 2014 opening of a regional office in Los Angeles,
CA. Formally expanding to the West Coast of the United States is a natural progression for the
unique and innovative New York-based security company. Its diverse clientele rely on
TorchStone’s subject matter expertise to protect people, assets, and private information in every
operating environment around the world.
“Four years of steady growth and an expanding customer list made it increasingly apparent that
we needed to open a permanent office in Southern California,” said Frank Rodman, the President
of TorchStone Global. “The consultants spearheading our West Coast expansion will add diverse
and dynamic security expertise to our organization and allow us to better serve the area’s affluent
community.”
Armed with cutting-edge security technologies and years of unparalleled experience protecting
high profile individuals and organizations, TorchStone consultants will provide something different
to the 660,000 members of California’s millionaire community. TorchStone offers the value of a
trusted relationship with a well-credentialed and influential team of security advisors possessing
global resources, access and information. To the corporate security teams responsible for
protecting those individuals, their families, and businesses, TorchStone consultants offer the tools
necessary to make sensible security-related decisions in an unpredictable, dynamic, and complex
international operating environment.
“This company is different than any other security firm in Los Angeles,” said Carol Marshall,
TorchStone Global Senior Consultant and manager of the new Los Angeles Office. “Based on our
team’s professional background in dignitary protection with the U.S. Secret Service and U.S.
Department of State, and our track record of success supporting the security needs of billionaire
families around the world, we are uniquely qualified to handle a broad range of clients’ concerns.
For example, we offer residential and cyber security, vulnerability assessments, travel risk
intelligence and support, crisis planning, emergency response, investigations and fraud
prevention.”
TorchStone’s new office is located in the Oppenheimer Tower at 10880 Wilshire Boulevard, in the
Westwood area of Los Angeles. Individuals or businesses interested in TorchStone Global
services should call (310) 470-3909 or visit http://www.torchstoneglobal.com for more information.
About TorchStone Global, LLC:
TorchStone Global is a strategic security advisory firm uniquely focused on the distinctive needs
of affluent individuals and world-leading organizations. TorchStone’s executive team and their
global network offer bespoke, discreet, relationship-based security solutions for their clients.
Combining state-of-the-art safeguard strategies with cutting edge technologies, TorchStone
Global provides clients around the globe with peace of mind by protecting what is most important
to them.

